ORDER

Whereas, Sh. Devender Kumar, Asstt. Teacher was placed under suspension, vide order no No.F.52(4)/DDE/NE/Vig./2013-14/73-83 dated 27/02/14 on the basis of arrested & detained in judicial custody for criminal offence.

Further in accordance with the provisions contained in FR 53(I) (ii) (a), the undersigned, hereby sanctions subsistence allowance at an amount equal to the leave on half average pay or half-pay and other allowances, if admissible, on the basis of such leave salary, till further orders subject to submission of a certificate from the official concerned to the effect that he/she was not engaged in any employment, business, profession or vocation during the period to which the claim relates.

(S.C. GUPTA)
DY. DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION
DISTT - NORTH EAST, DELHI

Sh. Devender Kumar, Asstt. Teacher,
Through concerned Zone/HOS
GSBV, Khajoori Khas, Delhi

No.F.52(4)/DDE/NE/Vig./2013-14/91-100
Dated:- 20/3/14

Copy forwarded for information and necessary action to:-
1. P.S. to Director Education, Dte. Of Education, Old Secretariat, Delhi
2. RDE (East), Rani Garden, Delhi
3. ADE (Vigilance), Dte. Of Education, Old Secretariat, Delhi
4. ADE (E-II), Dte. Of Education, Old Secretariat, Delhi
5. HOS concerned.
6. DDO concerned through concerned HOS
7. PAO concerned through concerned HOS.
8. OS (IT) HQ for uploading the order on website.

(S.C. GUPTA)
DY. DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION
DISTT – NORTH EAST, DELHI